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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Lagrange multiplier technique is a useful and sometimes indispen- 
sable technique for solving for stationary points of functions or stationary 
functions of functionals, when the solutions are subject to subsidiary con- 
straints. We will prove the validity of a form of the technique for determining 
the stationary points (of functions) or stationary functions (of integrals) of the 
expected value of random functions with certain random constraints. We 
will refer to these problems as the stochastic calculus (or stochastic calculus 
of variations). The aim of the paper is to prove certain necessary conditions. 
In this paper, we will concern ourselves with the stochastic calculus only. 
Results for the variational problem will appear in a companion paper [ 11. 
For the variational problem, the necessary condition is a form of Euler 
equation. The extensions of the Lagrange multiplier rule are simple, but, 
apparently, have not appeared in the literature. For the most part, we con- 
sider problems that are of importance in stochastic control theory [2-81. 
Considering the power of the multiplier rule in the calculus, it is expected 
that the results contained herein will prove to be helpful in the solution of 
stochastic extremum problems. We have already found the method useful 
in the derivation of near optimal controls when the variance of the random 
variables is small [8], and well as for obtaining qualitative information in a 
number of other problems. Although the meaning of all the derived quantities 
is not completely understood, it is hoped that this work will lead to a general 
theory of stochastic extremum problems that is comparable to the deter- 
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ministic extremum theory. The need for such a theory is strong, as has 
been pointed out by many authors (e.g. [9]). 
Problems of optimal stochastic control [2-81 are problems in the stochastic 
calculus (or calculus of variations) and often occur in the form of the problem 
of the first paragraph of Section 3. 
In Section 2, a general formulation which we have found to be fruitful 
is discussed. Section 3 illustrates the general form with several special pro- 
blems from control theory. The theoretical results are proved in Section 4 
and applied to various problems in Section 5. The results may be specialized 
to yield some well known results in prediction theory. 
In the Appendix, an implicit function theorem from the calculus is extended 
to fit our formulation. 
NOTATION. Let s(x) be a differentiable function of X. If x is a vector 
with components xi , we write as(x)/&, = se&x). The gradient vector of s(x) 
with respect to x is s,(x). If s(x) is also a vector, with components si , we write 
&(x)/&, = siej(x). The gradient of So with respect to the vector x is 
sir(x), and s,Jx) is the matrix whose ith column is si,(x). The derivative of the 
vector s(x) with respect to xi is the row vector s,Jx) (the jth row of s,(x)). 
Now, let x,, n = 1, .“, m be a sequence of vectors with components x,(n), 
i = 1, .“) r. Here, the above rule will be followed with x, replacing x and 
x,(n) replacing xi. The prime ’ represents transpose; i.e., for the vectors 
a and b, a’b = Xi a,b, . Let .$ be a random vector with components II , ..., E, . 
Let e be a random vector with components &, , ..., tin, in < t. Let P(f) be 
the cumulative distribution function of g. 
2. ADMISSIBLE FUNCTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS 
The distinction between dependent and independent variables is gene- 
rally more crucial here than in the calculus. A typical calculus problem 
involves the determination of the stationary points z& , z& of g(u) with con- 
straint h(u) = O1. Either u1 or u2 can be considered dependent. In fact, the 
Lagrange multiplier method does not require one to make that decision; 
the problem is symmetric in the sense of dependence. 
A typical problem in the stochastic calculus is the determination of the 
stationary points of Eg(u, 6) with constraint h(u, [) = 0, where E is a random 
variable, and the expectation E is taken with respect to 6. There are four 
types of solutions that one may be interested in: (Tl), both u1 and u2 are 
functions of 5; (T2), u1 is a function of 5 and u2 is constant; (T3), the reverse 
of (T2); (T4), both u1 and u2 are constants. 
1 The arguments of g and h will vary, but they will not be functions of any argument 
not specifically included in the parenthesis. 
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One may imagine the following particular physical realization of (T2) 
Let ui and u2 be parameters of a control system. At each repetition of the 
operation of the system, let it be effected by an uncontrollable independent 
random quantity 8 with distribution P(t). Let the system’s output beg(u, 5). 
For each repetition, let the controller selecting ui have advance knowledge 
of 6 and let the controller selecting ua have no advance knowledge. The 
problem is to select the ui([) and the constant u2 which minimize or maximize 
&MO, % 1 5). With (T2) or (T3), there is no symmetry and no stationary 
point in the usual sense of the calculus. In addition, the stationary values of 
Eg(u, 5) will depend on the choice of the nonrandom variable. Fortunately, 
however, in control problems (which are our primary motivation), the choice 
of the (Ti) is usually obvious. 
Consider the more general case where ui and uQ are replaced by the q- 
dimensional vector u, 8 becomes a t-dimensional vector quantity and the 
constraint h has s components (s < 4). Let the vectors c, i = 1, ..‘, q, repre- 
sent subsets of components of f. In general, the prob.em formulation will 
require Eg(u, 5) to be an extreme with respect to u, , where each ui is a func- 
tion of the components of Ei only (and subject to additional conditions such 
as, perhaps, having a finite variance). Functions ui with the required func- 
tional dependencies (and appropriately integrable, as will appear) are termed 
“admissible” solutions. 
If one chooses a set of admissible functions, say, ui , “-, uPSS , and sub- 
stitutes these into the set h(u, 0 = 0, it will not always be found that the 
corresponding solutions for the u,-,+i , ..., uQ will also be admissible func- 
tions; i.e., u *-,s +i will not always be a function of .$Q-~+~ only. In a well formu- 
lated problem, there is, however, a q - s dimensional subset of the ui which, 
when arbitrary admissible members are substituted into h(u, [) = 0, the 
solutions for the others are admissible functions. This subset may not be 
unique. Its members are called independent functions. The remainder are 
termed dependent functions. 
For example in (T2), the solution of h(u, 6) = 0 for ua , when the admis- 
sible u, is given, may not be admissible; it may depend on 6. On the other 
hand, the substitution of admissible ua always yields an admissible ui ua is 
thus independent and ui is dependent. A constraint set h(u, 6) = 0 will be 
said to be admissible, if it can be satisfied by some set of admissible functions. 
We emphasize that the concept of admissibility, when applied to constraints 
applies to the set as a whole. Obviously, if the ui are not functions of any of the [, 
then the general implicit constraint h(u) = 0 is admissible, where h is 
not a function of any of the tj In the problem of interest to us, the members 
of the sets p will be obvious. The choice of the members of the set of inde- 
pendent functions will either be obvious or not important. 
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3. ILLUSTRATION OF THE GENERAL FORMULATION: 
STOCHASTIC CONTROL EXAMPLES 
In the stochastic control problems of interest here, the object to be con- 
trolled is governed by the vector difference equation 
X n+1 =f(% 1 Y,? , LJl n = 0, *.., m - 1. (1) 
s, is known as the “state” of the system and yn is known as the control. The 
purpose is to choose they,, so that, say, 
E&m 1 (2) 
is minimized or maximized. Several forms of this problem are of interest. 
(Pl) The simplest form is where all the ya are to the determined a priori, 
at time n = 0. Here the admissible constraints are h(y) = 0 (where 
y =(yo, ‘.‘, y+r}) and, of course, xn+r -f(xn ,yTi , &J = 0. X, is a function 
of El > ‘.., &-I and yn is a function of no ti . The yn are the independent 
quantities, since the choice of arbitrary admissible yn yields admissible .Y~ ,
while the choice of admissible X~ yields, in general, yn that are functions of 
E 0, ..., 6, and, hence, are not admissible. 
(P2) A more important version is where yV1 is a function of to , ‘.., E,-, 
for some positive or negative 7. For example, to, ..., &r are often known 
at time n through observations of the x0 , ..., .x~ If (1) is a representation of 
the invetory problem, y,, may be considered as the reorder which arrives at n, 
X, the inventory size, and &, the sales at time rz. Generally, the reorder takes 
place some time prior to arrival and, hence, T > 1. In these problems, with 
7 > 0, the yV are the independent set and we may also have, for example, 
h(y,) = 0. h(m , ;x,--) = 0 or h(y, , L , ..., toof = 0. 
4. THEORETICAL RESULTS 
The proof of Theorem 1 requires the following Lemma. 
LEMMA. Let B be the Bore1 field over t-dimensional Euclidean space. 
(It contains the sets (t : 6 < c}, f or all vectors c.) Let Bi be the smallest cylinder 
BorelJield contained in B and containing sets (6 : Ei < ci} for all i, dimensional 
vectors ci . (All admissible u,(e) are measurable with respect to Bi.) Let k(f) 
be a function measurable on B with Ek2(4) < CO. Let &(p) be an arbitrary 
function measurable on Bi with E / &(E”) I2 < a3. Then ;f 
- ! k(iG) di(P) dW3 = 0 
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for all such &(ti), we have 
E[k(() j Bi] z= 0 
except perhaps on a set of probability zero .s 
REMARK. Intuitively, the lemma says that, excluding some set of values of 
probability zero, if the values Ei are given, then3 
PROOF. Let &(e) be the indicator of 8, an arbitrary set in Bi . Then 
From the properties of conditional expectations [lo], 
Since E[k([) j BJ is Bi measurable we conclude that E[k(.$) / BJ = 0, 
except possibly on a set of probability zero. 
THEOREM 1. Order the ui(e) so that u,([l), ..., uQ+( [*-“) are independent 
in the sense of Section 2. Let #Q(F) 6 e arbitrary admissible functions (measurable 
with respect to Bi). Let zi(.$) be th e admissible vector function which makes 
s&40 0 wo t t s a ionary with respect to perturbations c+(f), where t is small 
and&(p), the ith component of d(s), is as in the Zemma. Also 
(Al) let g&(5>, E) and ki(4E), 5) b e continuous with respect to ui([) 
at u(f), for almost all f; 
(A2) for small E, let 
2 See [lo] for a discussion of an expectation conditioned upon a 0 field. 
3 Notation will often be abused by using 8” for both the random variable and its 
value. 
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(A3) let the inverse of the s x s matrix with elements h?,i(zi(t), 5) exist ,for 
all 5 values, and let its elements have $nite fourth moments; let 
E I gu,(M, 5) I4 < ~0, i>q-s. 
Then there exist random Lagrange multipliers A,([), with E/I,“([) < CO, j = I, 
.I., s, such that, for i < q - s,~ 
and, for i > q - s, 
0 = &,(%), 6) + c 4X5) hi&([), 5) = 0. 
PROOF. Define 
G(u) = /- ~(4% WV) + j- %tY(45), WV), 
where the X,(t) are as yet undetermined but E&“- < 00. Since, h(u(t), 5) 
ii([) also makes G(u) stationary. Let u(t) = ~(0 + E+(E), such that 
W(S) + 40, 0 = 0. 
If C(t) is indeed a stationary point, then we must have 
% 
G(u) - G(G) = 0 
E 
Using the law of the mean and (Al), 
G(u) - G(n) --__- ~ 
E ~ 12 [n,i(% 0 + x W-) h,,,(W, 0-j di(5i) dP(5) z i 







where 1 S 1 < 1. Owing to the continuity of the derivatives and the fact 
that E ! hj(t) I2 < co and (A2), the values of the latter two integrals go to 
zero as E + 0. Hence, the derivative ( ) exists and equals the first integral 
of (7). 
4 It is possible for the information to be given in a form such that u,(ti) is measurable 
with respect to some other sub u-field, say Bi (for example, if tg2 were observed, 
rather than I,). The theorem remains valid if Bc replaces Bi 
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The X,(t) are still at our disposal and, by (A3) we may select them so 
that (4) holds. Also, by (A3), E 1 X,(s) I2 < co; thus the Aj([) are of the class 
assumed at the start of the proof. 
Thus, taking the limit, applying (6), and defining h,(t) as in (4) leaves us 
with 
0 = Y$ J [&Wfh f) - c h(f) bJu(f), f,] #Q(Ei) Wf). (8) z , 
Since the Z+(F), i < q - s, are independent, all the vi(e) but one, say &([L), 
may be set equal to zero. Now, since &(Ei) is arbitrary and Bi measurable, 
the lemma yields (3) and the proof is concluded. 
The necessary condition given by Theorem 1 is often too weak for practical 
purposes. Consider, for example, the trivial scalar problem with no constraints 
E&(f), f) = -$ u”(f) - (P + 1) . u(f), 
and where u = u(f). Let q(f) = (fz $- l)lj2. Then the necessary condition 
for a stationary function is 
C”(f) = q2(f). 
If G(f) were continuous, then there are two possibilities, either z?(f) = q(f) 
or E(f) = - q(f), the former yielding a minimum and the latter a maximum 
of Eg(u(f), #). Since we have only assumed a(f) measurable, however, then 
for any measurable set A, we have the stationary solution 
c(f) = q(f) on A 
= - q(f) on the complement of A. 
When A is not the entire space, all solutions are saddle points. There are 
two ways of eliminating the many saddle points. The first method, Theorem 2, 
assumes that P(f) has a continuous density and requires more smoothness 
assumptions on g(zZ([), 5) and @a(f), 6) and g ives a necessary condition for a 
function that is stationary with respect to continuous c&(p). 
In Theorem 3 we confine our attention to a necessary condition for a 
minimum of Eg(u(f), f) without the constraints h(u(f), f) = 0. Instead of 
considering perturbations c+(p), where E is small, we perturb z&(e) by 
&Q(F) of arbitrary amplitude, but with a small base (the probability of thee 
on which Su,(p) # 0). This is the device used in the proof of the maximum 
principle [l, Ill, where a similar problem arises. It is easily seen that, in the 
above problem, this device eliminates all stationary points with the exception 
of C(f) = - q(f). 
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THEOREM 2. Assume (Al) to (A2) and 
(A4) P(t) has a continuous density p(f), 
(A5) U4c3, 0 gME), 5) and th ezr ’ d erivatives with respect to each uj are 
continuous with respect to each & and uk . 
Let zi(t) be a continuous function that is stationary with respect to arbitrary 
continuous perturbations C&(P) with E 1 C&(P) I4 < co. Let p([ ) p) be the 
density of P(t) conditioned upon e 5 and let p be the vector which contains all 
components of 5 except those of e. Then there exist continuous Lagrange multi- 
pliers h,(t) with E 1 hj([) I2 < 00 such that for i < q - s, 
0 = b&T 5”) - j [g,,(W), E) + z 4X5) b&(5), t,]~(5 I ”) & 
i 
(9) 
and, for i > q - s, 
0 = gui(c(O, E) + z h(5) hju,($f), 5). (10) 
REMARK. Equation (9) is actually the conditional expectation given by (3). 
It is written differently in order to emphasize the continuity of the functions 
Ui(%). 
PROOF. Repeat the proof of Theorem 1 up to (8). Since the &(t) are 
selected so that (10) holds, and since the ~~(5”) are continuous by hypothesis, 
we have, by (A3) and (A5), that the &(E) are continuous in 5 and 
E I MT) I2 < ~0. 
Now we must show that if 
for each i < q - s, where &(Ei) is arbitrary but continuous, then (9) holds. 
Equation (11) equals 
.I’ b,(J, Ei) +i(p)p(Ei) dp. 
Since p(4) is continuous, so is ~(5 / Ei) as a function of Ei. Now by (Al) 
and (A5), and its existence and finiteness, bi(ti, p) is continuous in p. Assume 
5 For notational convenience we allow this abuse of notation, and use 5’ for both 
the random variable and a value of the random variable. 
9 
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b&i. f’) >- 0 at p = 01~. Then b,(ti, al) > 0 in some neighborhood h-(~‘) 
of 01~. Let &([“) be a positive continuous function which is zero outside N(&), 
Then (11) is positive and we have a contradiction. Hence (9) holds at all 
points where p(p) > 0. 
By adding more differentiability conditions, implicit function theorems 
may be derived for systems of the form (9) and (10). See the Appendix for a 
simple example. 
THEOREM 3. Let z&(e) minimize Eg(ti([), [) with no constraints and with 
respect to perturbations Sui(p), where Su,(e) is measurable over B, and is qf 
arbitrary but bounded amplitude, and small base. Let 
E I g@(t) + Wt), 0 < 03 
for a suficiently small base of Su([). Then zi(t) satisfies, for each i, 
ECgW), 6) I &I < E[+T --- Wc3 I 41 (l-4 
e.xcept on a set of probability zero 
PROOF. Assume (12) is false. Set Su,([i) = 0, j # i. Since Su,(gi) is B, 
measurable, there exists a &(p) not equal to zero on a set /? in Bi and equal 
to zero on the complement of j3, such that 
EkW), E) - g(f(O + S&Y, 5) i &I <: 0 
on B and is zero elsewhere. Hence 
&(W, E) ) E&(6) L WE”), ~3 
and c(t) cannot be the minimizing function. Thus, the probability of an) 
such ,fI is zero and the proof is concluded. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO STOCHASTIC CONTROL AND PREDICTION 
The theorems of Section 4 will be applied to the problems of Section 3. 
For vector or scalar ti , let 6 = {f,, , ..., ~,-,} and 5” = (&, , ..., &IL). 
(PI) Scalar Case. Let y = {y,, , “., y,+r> and let the constraint on the 
yi be h(y) = 0, and let ~~(5) and ~(5) be the random Lagrange multipliers. 
The yi are constants. Thus, for (Pl), 
G = &(x,(S)) + E 2 rr,(t) . [f@n-dP2),Yn--l , 5n-I) - 4PN 
?Z=l 
+ -J-W) .h(-y). (13) 
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Since they, are independent, Theorems 1 or 2 yield (if their respective 
conditions are satisfied) that yi and zJ[“-‘) must satisfy 
(Pl) Vector Case. This case follows directly from the scalar results. 
Let x, , ylz , 8, , f, and h be vectors and use the vector multipliers nn and y. 
Each nx, has the dimension of x, . With this understanding and the nota- 
tional convention described in the introduction, the expressions for the 
vector case are (1) and (14). In (13) rn’ and y’ must be used in lieu of n, and y. 
(P2) Vector Case. Now we let yn be a function of gn-l and write m(p-‘) 
and x,(p-l). This situation arises when x0, ..., x+1 are observed and the 
5 07 ..., tn-a may be computed from them.6 Here, including the constraint 
h(y,) ~2 0, we have 
G = Eg(x&)) + E 2 ~&)[f(~,-,(t~-~), yn&“--“), &-I) - %(,?‘)I 
fi=l 
+ E 2 m’(E) . J~Y~(~~-~N. 
T&=1 
Since the yJ,“-‘) are independent, the ~~n(p-l) and ~Qt+l) must satisfy’ 
The last two lines of either (14) or (16) are readily’identified as the usual 
adjoint equations of optimal deterministic control in the discrete case. In 
fact, the stochastic case always yields the same necessary equations for the 
multipliers and solutions. The only changes are the appearances of con- 
ditional expectations. 
If trn-i = C, a constant, then there may exist admissible controls 
y,,,_,([m--a) such that the vector constraint W(x,) = 0 is possible. This 
6 If the values of the fi computed from observations on the xi are nonunique, then 
less information is available and the conditioning will be on a “courser” sub o-field. 
i With proper notation, of course, the conditioning should be on the appropriate 
sub o-field. It is written as in (15) to facilitate intuitive interpretation. 
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constraint is incorporated by adding E#‘(Q W(zcm(Q) to (15) and changing 
the last line of (16) to 
where #(E) is another random vector multiplier. 
If the values of the xi(ppl), i < 12, uniquely determine the value of tJz ~I, 
then the conditioning with respect to p-l may be replaced by conditioning 
with respect to x8(,.$-l), i < n. If the vectors [,, are independently distributed, 
then &([npl) should be a function of x,(5”-*) only, and the conditioning 
may be with respect to the value of x,(p-i). 
Prediction Theory 
Let to , ..., &, , be a stochastic process and let u, , as a function of 
J?- = {5,-T , L-1 , ...} be determined so as to minimize 
Theorems 1 and 2 yield 
Theorem 3 yields the stronger result that z&(5”-‘) absolutely minimizes 
If 5, is scalar and g(un(per), &n) = (u,(p-T, - &J2, then (17) becomes 
%(P7 = WL I PTl, (19) 
the usual conditional expectation. 
6. Two MORE EXAMPLES 
A Simple Calculus Problem 
Let 6 = (5, , (,I, where ~5 and [, are independent random variables, and 
u(E) = {zlr(Ei), u,(,$~)). The stationary function of the unconstrained 
&(O> 6) = %“(El) + t245) + tlu2(52) + 522~22(f2) + t2%65) u2(42) 
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will be computed. Since there are no constraints, both ui(fi) and uz(tp) are 
independent. Hence, Theorem I or 2 yields 
0 = Eku,(W), 0 I &I = 2X-,) + EE, + E, + W,%,(S,)) (20) 
0 = Ek,,(W, 67 I&,I = -65 + 2%(5,) W + 5&W (21) 
If both 
E(E, %45d, -W5d (22) 
were known, then (20) and (21) immediately yieid the pair 
4(M, C22([22). (23) 
To obtain (22), multiply (21) by z&,(&J and take expectations of both (20) and 
(21). The resulting set is linear and may be solved for the components of (22). 
Now, with these available, it is easily seen that (20), (21) have only one solu- 
tion, and it is linear in [. 
A General Method of Solution 
Exact or approximate solutions are often easily obtained. The basic idea 
of one of several possibilities will be outlined. 
Assume that the constraints hi(u(t), 5) = 0 and the function g(u(.$), 5) are 
polynomials in their arguments. Let .$ = (fl , f,} and f1 = h , Ea = {fi , .&}, 




Since h(u(e), 4) is now a polynomial in ti and & , and since for ai = tii 
and bij = & , h(u(&, I) = 0 must hold for all values of e, the substitution of 
(24) into h(u(f), f) = 0 yields an identity which can be satisfied by the (zi , 
bij only if the coei3icient of tiz , fm2 each 1 and m is equated to zero. Setting 
the coefficient to zero yields a new collection of constraints &(a, b) = 0 
i = 1, . . . . K, for some K; each &(a, b) is a polynomial in aj , bj, , and does 
not involve any random terms. Now, the problem is to determine the ai , 
bij making 
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stationary with constraint &a, b) = 0, Since the a, , bij do not depend on 
any random variable, Theorem 1 or 2 yields 
E [g,,@, 6, 5) -J i; A&&z, “,I = 0 
i-1 
Note that the h, may be assumed to be nonrandom. Since g(a, b, 5) is a poly- 
nomial, (25) is a set of ordinary algebraic equations. 
If h(zZ(f), [) and g(u(t), 5) are not polynomials and if the higher moments 
of the fi are small, the above approach may still yield a suitable approxima- 
tion to z@) by using only the first few terms of the Taylor series expansions of 
WG), 5) and g(43 0 
A similar method is used in [8] to correct the continuous-time deterministic 
solution, when the effects of noise are small. 
APPENDIX 
Analogs of the usual implicit function theorems may be proved by streng- 
thening some of the conditions of Theorem 2. Such analogs are of interest 
in problems concerning the existence or differentiability of the solutions 
of (9) and (10). The general idea of the proofs of such analogs will be out- 
lined here by means of a simple case with no constraints; the method is the 
same in all cases. We assume that g(u(t), 5) has continuous second partial 
derivatives with respect to all arguments, that the appropriate expectations 
are finite, and that u = {ur , u2}, t = (6, , t,}, where P = 4, and E2 = {tl , t,>. 
In this case (9) becomes 
0 = j-gul(~d51h u,(t)9 t)~(&z ! 5,) d& (26) 
0 =&&1(51)~ ~26!)9 El. (27) 
If (a is varied by dt2 , ~a must vary by some du, in order to maintain (27) 
(since ur is not a function of 5,). Th us, omitting the function arguments, 
0 = guBu8du2 + g,,p,dt2 . Ifguzun # 0, then au2/af2 exists. 
Now, vary 5, by df, . Both ui will change by some 6ui . Since ui does not 
depend on f, and since du, will not now depend on I, , (26) yields 
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From (27) 
Thus 
0 = gu,,du, + gu,u,du, + gu,&S . 
Thus, the theory is as in the calculus, with certain terms replaced by con- 
ditional expectations. 
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